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ABSTRACT

An algorithm is developed for the exact calculation of the many spin correlation

functions of Potts model clusters which is more efficient than the standard

break-collapse method traditionally used hi real space renormalisation group

calculations. The improved performance is based on a relationship which, at any

stage of the calculation, allows the replacement of certain subgraphs by single

effective edges. Our method avoids, as in the standard one, the time consuming

summation over spin states and can. be very useful in series .expansion and real

space renormalisation group calculations on crystal lattices.

Key-words: Potts nodel; Break-collapse method; Graph theory; Statisti-

cal mechanics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The performance of sums over configurations plays a fundamental role in

problems of statistical physics. The task of examining and counting configurations

is very time consuming and alternative ways of performing such sums have been

proposed (Kasteleyn and Fortuin 1969, Tsallis and Levy 1981, Mariz et ai 19SS,

Tsallis 1986) for some problems in statistical mechanics which can be. formulated in

a graph theoretic way. In particular, for the model we shall consider in the

present paper, namely, for the X-stale Potts model (Potts 1952, see Wu 1982 for a

review), a simple method of performing configuration*! sums has been conjectured

(Tsallis and Levy 1981, Tsallis 1986). This method is catted the break-collapse

method (BCM) and involves series and parallel relations as well as an equation

which we will call the break-collapse equation (BCE).

The BCE as given in Tsallis and Levy (1981) refers to the equivalent

transmissivity t*J(t,G) between the roots 1 and 2 of a graph G, where to each of

its edges t is associated a variable t e (called by them the "thermal transmissivity").

This equation relates tÇf(t.G) to the same quantity calculated for two simpler

graphs (with one -edge less) obtained from G by deleting and contracting one

edge*. Applying the BCE, for example, to the edge between unrooted vertices of

the Wheatttone bridge (see graph L of Fig. Sa) they obtained deleted and

contracted graphs (see graphs G t and G2 of Fig. 5a respectively) whose equivalent

transmissivities were easily computed by the series and parallel equations. They

calculated, by this simple procedure, t«§(t,G) for this five-edge graph G without

examining the X4 spin configurations or alternatively the 2*=32 bond percolation

configurations represented by the partial graphs G' of G. They also mentioned

that the equivalent transmissivity tff^Ct.G) among the roots l ,2, . . . ,m of a graph

G could also be evaluated by the BCM.

*These graphs were called by Tsaflis and Levy (1981) the "broken and collapsed
cluster»", but we prefer to follow the nomenclature of graph theory and call them
the deleted and contracted graphs respectively.
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Later on, the BCE for tff(t,G) referred to above was proved (Essam and Tsallis

1986 - which we shall henceforth refer to as PF1 from the title "the Potts Model

and Flows 1") and then extended to the partitioned m-rooted equivalent

transmissivity t£9(t,G), where P refers to any partition of the roots l,2,. . . ,m of G

(de MagalhSes and Essam 1986- which we will henceforth refer to as PF2).

Similar BCE's were also derived in PF2 for tf^p.G) where to each edge e of G

associated the variable pe used by Kasteleyn and Fortuin (1969).

It has been proved (PF1) that the correlation function between spins s, and Sj is

proportional to tf§(t,G) and that the partition function Z(t,G) b proportional to its

denominator. More generally, it has been shown (PF2) that the correlation

function r12_m(G) among the components of m spins can be expressed, in the t or

p-variable, as a linear combination of the tf^G) corresponding to partitions of the

m roots of G into blocks. Thus the BCM can be applied to the calculation of

the partition function and all correlation functions. But the BCM for \%%G),

where to each edge t of G is associated a variable t , or p , has, in fact, a

restricted use since it does not apply to a graph G which results from a previous

use of series and/or parallel equations. In order to remove this restriction, Tsallis

(1986) conjectured a BCM for tÇ§_m(t,G) which involves equivalent (or effective)

edges whose thermal transmissivities are ratios of multi-linear functions of the tc's,

thus extending Tsallis and Levy's conjecture (1981). It allowed the exact

calculation of t fJjJt .G) for complex graphs such as, for example, the two-rooted

graph shown in Fig.lh of da Silva et ai (1984) which has 35 edges and 20

independent cycles. The computing time of tff}(tx,ty,tz,G) for this graph

calculated by the BCM was, for example, 200 minutes for X=3 (da Silva, private

communication) on the IBM-370 (model 158: 4Mb memory) computer. Notice that

it would be practically impossible to calculate it from its definition as spin trace

which would involve the examination of X1^ configurations. This is just one
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example, among many others, of graphs with many independent cycles which

appear frequently in real space renormalisation group calculations. In fact the

BCM for a general graph has been successfully applied (Chaves et ai 1979, de

Oliveira et ai 1980, Tsallis and Levy 1981 and references therein, Chao 1981, de

Magalhães et ai 1982, de Oliveira and Tsallis 1982, Tsallis and dos. Santos 1983,

Lam and Zhang 1983, da Silva et ai 19847 Costa and Tsallis 1984, Tsallis 1986) to

the calculation of critical frontiers and critical exponents by the renormalisation

group procedure. It has been applied to the pure as well as the randomly

bond-diluted (isotropic or anisotropic) Potts model for arbitrary and specific values

of X.

In the present paper we prove a BCE for t£4(G) which applies to any graph C.

We also derive a method for calculating t£4(G)' which differs from the BCM in

that we replace not only edges in series and in parallel by single effective edges

but also any subgraph L of G which has oily two vertices in common with the

remainder of G and in which the internal vertices (i.e. vertices other than the two

intersection vertices) are not rooted. We call it the subgraph break-collapse method

(SBCM) and, with few exceptions, less iterations will be needed in the SBCM than

in the BCM.

It has been proved (PF1, PF2) that the multi-linear forms of the denominator and

numerator of tf<i(t,G) are the respective generating functions for the flow

polynomials F(X.G') (see PF1 and references therein) and the partitioned m-rooted

flow polynomials Fp(X,G') (PF2). Similarly the multilinear forms of the denominator

and numerator of t£4(p,G) are respectively the generating functions for the

chromatic polynomials P(X,G') (see for example Tutte (1984)) and the partitioned

m-rootcd chromatic polynomials Pp(X,G') (PF2). These polynomials can also be

expressed as sums over configurations (PF1 ,PF2) which can be evaluated in terms
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of graphs obtained by deleting and contracting edges (Forster, see note in Whitney

1932; Tutte 1954; PF2). In this paper we extend this deletion-contraction

technique from edges to subgraphs and this forms the basis of the SBCM for the

above polynomials. This is also the starting point for our derivation of the SBCM

for t?i<G).

In summary, we present a powerful algorithm (the SBCM) for computing the

expressions for the partition function and m-spin correlation functions of the Potts

model derived in PF1 and PF2. The SBCM is considerably more efficient than the

previously used BCM since it allows for the replacement of subgraphs by effective

edges at any stage of the calculation. Both the SBCM and BCM yield exact

expressions for the above functions for finite graphs which may be used either in

the derivation of series expansions or for real space renormalisation group

calculations on crystal lattices.

This paper is divided into five sections and one appendix. First (section 2) we

summarise results from PF2 concerning Z(G) and Í ^ ^ Í G ) expressed in the

t-variablc. In section 3, we derive expressions for Fp(X,G') and F(X,G') from

which we obtain (section 4) the SBCM and the BCM for t£<<t,G); explicit

illustrations of both algorithms are given. In section 5, we study the X-»l limit of

our results. Consideration of this limit enables the SBCM to be extended to the

partitioned m-rooted connectedness function of percolation theory. Finally, in the

appendix, we quote the SBCM formulae in terms of the p-variable and also give

its extension to the Whitney rank function and to its generalisation, the partitioned

m-rootcd rank function.
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2 MAIN RESULTS OF PAPERS I AND II.

In this section we quote the expressions obtained for the partition function (PF1)

and the correlation function r12 m(G) among the components of m spins along one

of the X special directions e ^ e , , . . . ^ in which the spins are allowed to point

(PF2). The extension of the latter results to the case of correlation functions

ryG) among the components of the m spins along several different directions

involves more definitions which can be found in Section 3.3 of PF2. Since the

t-variable has been shown to be more convenient than the p-variable (see PF2),

we shall restrict ourselves, throughout the main body of this paper, to the

t-variable. The corresponding results in the p-variable will be quoted in the

appendix. . . ' '

2.1 The Partition Function Z(t,G)

Let us consider a finite graph G with vertex-set V and edge-set E. The partition

function Z(t,G) of the X-state Potts model on a graph G, whose Hamiltonian is

given by eq (2.1) of PF2 with s?=X-l, can be expressed as (PF1):

Z(t ,C) - XlVl- lEl , rj [exp[<X-l)K e] +<X-l)exp(-K e>]} D(t,G) (2 .1a)
efE

with

D(t,C) • <X c > C | t (2 .1b)

where c(G') is the cyclomatic number of the subgraph G' and the percolation

average denoted by <..>G,t> defined in eq 2.3 of PF2, is relative to the

t-vnriablc. The "thermal transmissivity" t, (see Tsallis and Levy 1981) of he edge

e is given by:
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t e - [1 - exp(-XKe)]/[l +(X-l)cxp(-XKe)] (2.1c)

where

The multi-linear form of D(t,G) in the te variables is (PF1):

D(t,C) - I F(X,C) I] «e < 2 2 a >
C'CC ecE'

where E' is the edge set of the partial graph G' of G (i.e. V'=V and E'EE),

F(X,G) is the flow polynomial of G given by

F(X.G) - I ( _ i ) l E \ E ' | x c ( C ) ( 2 . 2 b )
C'CC

where |E\E*| is the number of edges in the complement of G* with respect to G.

Notice that if te=t for all edges e of E then eq. (2.2a) becomes a polynomial in t.

2.2 The Correlation Function

The correlation function r,Zm(t,G) among the components su,$2i sml of the m

spins s,,S2."-»m
 a l o n 8 o n c of the X special directions, say e]f is related to the

partitioned equivalent transmissivities tfi(t,G) through:

^ ,C) F(X,lp) (2 .3a)
P<P(M)

where

«II " « | « l / » « l l i l « i l 2 - l « | l 2 - X-1J <2.3b)
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and <. . .>£ means a thermal average. t^t.G) is an extension of t ^

the case where not all the roots are connected among themselves i.e.:

to

- NP(t.C)/D(t fC) (2.3c)

with D(t,G) given by eq. (2.1b) and Np(t,G) defined by:

Np(t,C)

where

7P>C.t (2.3d)

if the roots in the same block of the
the partition P are connected among
themselves in C and if roots of different
blocks are not connected.

otherwise

(2.3e)

When 7piG')=l the roots are said to be P-partitioned by G \ We write

P={B,,B2,..,B0} and the block B5 will be said to have it roots of type i. For

example, in Fig. 4c where P={{1,2},{3,4},{5,6,7,8,9}}, the roots of type 1,2 and 3

are represented by squares, triangles and circles respectively. In eq. (2.3a) the sum

is over the set P(M) of all partitions P of the set M = {l,2,.. . ,m} of roots of G

into blocks which contain at least two roots. F(X,IP) is the flow polynomial of the

"interface graph" Ip constructed from the partition P as follows: for i=l,. . ,b

associate with the block Bl a vertex vt and connect it to an "external" vertex u by

an edge of multiplicity fij (hence lp has b+1 vertices and m edges). F(X,IP) is

given by:

F(X,Ip) - II UX-l)l(X-l) + (-1) J/X)
B

(2.3f)

The multi-linear form of Np(t,G) is:
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Np(t.C) - X
C'CC

where the partitioned m-rooted flow polynomial is:

Fp(X.C) - I (-1)IE\E'I XC(C') 7 p ( C ' ) (2.4b)
C'CG

Using eqs. (2.3a), (2.3c), (2.4a) and (2.2a), rjZjn(t,G) may be expressed in the

form

I [ I F(XtlP)Fp(X,C') n *e>
G'CG PiP(M) ecE'

m( t-c) " (X-l)"™/2 (2.5)
i F(XC) n tei

C'EG e«E'

An alternative expression for r^jnO.G) is

r i 2 . . m ( t ' C ) "

8 8 D(t ,c+)

-m/2 tm *1 (2 .6 )

where G+=GUKl4n and K1>m is the complete bipartite graph formed by linking a

vertex vg (which does not belong to G) to the roots 1,2 m of G. To each edge

gj, (i = l,2,...,m), of K,^, is associated a thermal transmissivity tj. From eqs.

(2.2a) and (2.6) an alternative form for rlija(t,G) may be obtained:

I ( F < X . C ' U K 1 | B > n - t . )
C'CG ecE'

m(t,C) - (X-l)-™/2 . (2.7)
I (F(X,C) n te)

C'CG ecE1

We «hall develop in the subsequent sections SBCM's for D(l,G), Np(l,G) and

tfKt.G) which provide a powerful technique for evaluating the above expressions

for Z(t,G) and r,2.m(t,G). We shall also discuss the BCM for tfi(t,G).
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3 EXTENSIONS OF THE DELETION-CONTRACTION RULES FOR Fp(X,G)

and F(X,G)

We now extend the deletion-contraction rules for Fp(X,G) (see eq.(4.14) of PF2)

and F(X,G) (see eq. (4.8) of PF1) to the cases where, instead of a single edge e,

we consider a subgraph L of G which has only two vertices in common with the

remainder of G. As we will see in the next section, these extensions form the

heart of the proof of the SBCM's for Np(t,G) and D(t,G).

In this section we shall assume, unless otherwise stated to the contrary, that G is a

two-reducible m-rooted graph (Essam 1970) which is the union of two subgraphs L

and H subject to the following conditions: (i) they intersect only at the vertices i

and j (there are no edges in common); (ii) one of them, say H, contains all of

the m roots of G. The vertices i and/or j may be rooted or not (see Fig 1).

3.1 The Subgraph Break-Collapse Equations (SBCE's)

In order to' derive the extended deletion-contraction rule for Fp(X,G), which we

shall call the subgraph break-collapse equation (SBCE), we shall examine how the

quantities 7p(G'), c(G') and | E ' | which appear in the definition of Fp(X,G) (see

eq. (2.4b)) relate to the corresponding ones in the partial graphs L* of L and H1

of H. We shall suppose for the moment that i and j are not rooted, as shown in

Fig. la.

Fim let us see what is the relationship between YpfG') and ?p(H'). If there is no

path from i to j on L' (i.e. Y } J(L')=1) then in order that the m roots arc

P-partitioncd by G' (i.e. -yp(G')=l) they must also be P-partitioned by H* (i.e.

7p(H')=l) since no root of H' can be connected to another root of H' via a path

on L' (see the first parenthesis on the right hand side of the equality sign of Fig.
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2). If there is a path between i and j on L' (i.e. 7jj(L*)=l; see the last

parenthesis in Fig. 2) then the condition -yp(G')=l can be satisfied in the following

cases: (i) «ypíH1)^ or (ii) 7p(H*) = 1. In case (i) some roots of H' must be

connected to other roots of H1 via paths on L' (see the penultimate graph of Fig.

2). In both cases (i) and (ii) the m roots are P-partitioncd by the

bicollapscd-graph graph H*iie; obtained from H* by identifying the vertices i and j

(without deleting any edges). Hence, for every partial graph G' of G the

following identity holds:

' ) - - n , j < L ' ) 7 p ( H ' ) + 7 i j ( L ' ) T p ( H l - j ) (VC-H'UL'CC) ( 3 . 1 )

Now let us examine how c(G') relates to.c(H') and c(L'). - It yitfL')=l then

no new cycle can be formed when we consider the union of L1 with H \ i.e. c(G')

is just the sum of c(L') and c(H') (sec the first parenthesis on the right hand side

of the equality sign of Fig. 2). If 7^0-') = 1 then we have to consider two

cases, namely (a) YÍ^ÍH') = 1 and (b) 7jj(H')=1. In case (b), the union of paths

on L* and H' between i and j gives rise to an extra cycle in G' = L'UH', i.e.

c(Gf)=c(L')+c(H')+l ( s e e t h e j a s t g r a p n o f pjg 2). In case (a) no new cycles

appear and c(G') is just the sum of c(L') and c(H') (see the penultimate graph of

Fig. 2). It is easy to verify that in both cases (a) and (b), c(G') is equal to the

sum of c(L') and c(H>.p. It follows therefore that:

c(C') - 7 l j j j

(VC'-H'UL'CC) ( 3 . 2 )

Concerning the number of edges lE' i . since W and L1 have no edge.» In

and since by definition lE(H|.j)l = |E(H')| it follows trivially that
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(VC-H'UL'CC) (3.3)

Combining eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) we get that:

(VC'-H'UL'CC) (3.4)

Summing over all partial graphs G' of G we get (cf. eq. (2.4b)) the following

SBCE for Fp(X,G):

Fp(X,C) - F l(j(XfL)Fp(X,H) + Fj j(XtL)Fp(X,Hj..j) (3.5)

Notice that the arguments used to derive the above SBCE apply also to the cases

where i and/or j are roots except if i and j are roots of different types. In this

latter situation, if 7J;(L') = 1 the condition 7P(GI)=1 cannot be satisfied.

Nevertheless eq. (3.1) continues to be valid since

7p(H}»j)-0 for i and j are roots of different types (3.6)

and the right-hand-side of eq. (3.1) correctly reduces to the first product.

Furthermore, from eqs. (3.6) and (2.4b) it follows that

Fp(X,Hj.j)-0 for J and j are roots of different types (3.7)

and the right hand side of eq. (3.5) correctly reduces to the fii&t product.

Consequently cq. (3.5) applies to all the four situations in Fig. 1. In the
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construction of Htm-}, the collapse of i and j leads to: (i) a root if at least one of

them is a root, (ii) an unrooted vertex if both i and j are unrooted. Observe

that when i and j are the only roots of C and P contains a single block then:

Fij(X,Hj_j) - FCX.Hj.j) (3 .8)

Since a partial graph G"=LMUH" of G^H'UL' is also a partial graph of G=HUL, it

follows that cq.(3.4) holds also for all G"£G\ Consequently eq.(3.5) remains true

for any partial graph G' of G, namely

FpiX.C) - F,j(X,L')Fp(X,H') + Fjj(X,L')Fp(X,H|.j) (VC'CC) (3 .9)

When L is a single edge t between i and j eq.(3.5) becomes

Fp(X.HUe) - FpiX.Hj.j) - Fp(X,H) (3.10)

which can be written equivalently in terms of G=HUe as

FP(X,C) - FpiX.Cp - Fp(X.C*) (3.11)

where Cy and Ge* are the respective graphs obtained from G by contracting and

deleting the edge e of G. Eq.(3.U) is the deletion-contraction rule obtained

previously (see eq.(4.14) of PF2).

Eq. (3.5) can be written in terms of F(X,L) and F^X.L) by noticing that:

F j j iX .C) - F(X,C) -F,j(X,C) VC . (3.12)

which is a consequence of the identity 7it/G')+7jj(G')=l and the definitions (2.2b)
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and (2.4b). Combining cqs (3.5), (3.10) and (3.12) we get the following

alternative S13CE for Fp(X,G):

Fp(X,C) - F(X,C)FP(X,H) + FjjíX.DFpíX.HUe) (3.13)

In the particular case of P={ij} (see Fig. 4c) we can write the SBCE for

F|j(X,HUL) in the following form symmetric in H and L

Fij(XtHUL) = F;i(X.L)F(X,H) +Fij(X,H)F(X,L) +

+(X-2)Fjj(X,L)Fjj(X,H) (3.14)

where we have used eqs. (3.5) and (3.8), the unrooted version of eq. (3.10) and

the following relation (see eq. (4.6) of PF1):

F,j(X,L) -^F(X,CUe)/(X-l) (3.15)

The SBCE for F(X,G) can be deduced from eq. (3.4) by imposing that 7p(G')=l

(and consequently 7p(H')=7p(HJ.p=l) for every graph G'CG. We get thus:

F(X.C) - F, j a .L)F(X .H) + F|j(X,L)F(X,H,..j) (3.16)

or alternatively

F(X,C) - F(X,L) F(X,H) + F,j(X,L)F(XfHUe) (3.17)

If we use eq. (3.15) and the unrooted version of eq. (3JO) we ran rewrite eq.

(3.17) in the following forms symmetric in H and L:
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F(X,C) - F(X,L)F(X,H) +(X- l )Fj j (X,L)Fi j (X,H) ( 3 . 1 8 )

or in terms of only unrooted flow polynomials

F(X.C) - .

) +F(X,L)F(X,H). ( 3 . 1 9 )

Notice that eqs. (3.13) - (3.19) are also valid for any partial graph G' of G.

Now let us interpret cq. (3.17) which is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3. Let us

call *net the value of the net flow from L to H at the intersection vertex i

(which, by conservation of "fluid" mod-X, jnust be equal to the value of the net

flow mod-X from H to L at j). The proper mod-X flows in G = HUL

may be partitioned into two sets: (a) proper mod-X flows in which ^ W ^ and

(b) proper mod-X flows in which «t̂ t̂ O. The proper flows on G which satisfy

condition (a) may be counted by combining, any proper flow in H with any

proper flow in L and hence the total number of such flows will simply be

F(X,H)F(X,L) (this is illustrated by the pair of graphs just after the equality sign in

Fig.3). The proper flows in G subject to condition (b) may be counted by

considering the proper flows on the graph G obtained from G by replacing L by

a single edge e. Any proper mod-X flow on G can be combined with any proper

mod-X flow on L which is subject to a non-zero external flow in at j and out

at i. In PF2 (eq. (2.24)) we showed that F^X.L) could be interpreted as just this

number òf flows. Consequently the total number of proper mod-X flows on G with

*„,,*(> is given by F(X,G)Fij(X,L) (see the last pair of graphs of Fig.3).
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3.2 Scries combination of graphs.

When two graphs Gj and G2 intersect at only one vertex i, i.e. when Gj and G2

are in series, then (cf. property (ii) of F(X,G) in PF1):

F(X.C1UC2) - FiX.Cj) F(X,C2) (3 .20 )

The series equation for FpfX.GjUG^ depends on the distribution of the roots of

G]UG2. There are four cases to consider which are pictorially illustrated in Figs.

(4a). (4b), (4c) and (4d).

(a) There are no roots in G2 except possibly i. This case is covered by property

(v) of PF2 and

Fp(X,G1UC2) - FpCX.C!) F(X,C 2) . (3 .21a)

(b)There are roots in both G, and G2 but each block of P is contained within

either Gj or G z It is again possible to factorise FP and

FP(X,C1UC2) - F p . U . C ! ) Fp«(X,C2). (3 .21b)

where P' and P" are the restrictions of P to Gj and G2 respectively.

(c) Exactly one block of P contains roots in both Cl and G2 The result is the '

same as (b) except that if i is not a root then it must be converted into a root of

the same type as the common block before calculating P' and P".

(d) If more than one block of P contains roots in both G, and G2 then 7p(G') is

zero for all partial graphs of G,UG2 and so Fp(X,G,UG2)=0.
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4 THE SBCM and the BCM FOR t£«i(t,G).

Having derived the SBCE's for F(X,G') and Fp(X,G'). we now deduce the SBCE's

for their respective generating functions, i.e., the denominator D(t,G) and the

numerator Np(t,G) of t£i(t,G). A comparison of the formulae which we obtain

for tfKt.G) with those of Tsallis and Levy's paper (1981) leads to the SBCM and

BCM. Both methods allow the calculation of r,ijn(t,G) (eq. 2.3) and Z(t.G) (eq.

2.1a) without having to examine all the subgraphs G* of G which contribute to

D(t,G) (see eq. 2.2a) or to Np(t,G) (see eq. 2.4a).

4.1 The SBCE and the BCE for ty»(t,G).

Combining eqs. (2.4a) and (3.9) we get the following SBCE for Np(t,G):

Kp(t.C) - N i jd .DKpCl .H) + Hij(t.L)Np(t,Ki_j) (4 .1)

Similarly we get (cf. eqs. (2.2a) and (3.16) applied to G') for D(t,G):

D(t,C) - N{j ( t .L)D(t ( H) +Nij(t ,L)D(t ,Hj.j) (4 .2)

where Nj j(t,L) relates to N,j(t,L) (cf. eqs. (3.12), (2.4a), (2.2a)) through

N , j ( t , L ) - D(t,L) - N | j ( t ,L) (4 .3)

Notice that when t and j are roots of different types then eq. (3.7) holds for all

Hi'.jCHj,,. 'Uicrefore

Np(tfH{.j)>0 if i and j ar<t roots of different types. (4 .4)
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If i and j arc roots of the same type and G has no other roots then eq. (3.S)

applies for all U'.jSlI^ and so

Nij(t,Hi_j> - D d . H j . j ) . (4.5)

As a consequence of eqs. (3.10) and (3.15) it turns out that N^t.G) (see eq.

(2.4a)) is related to D(t,G) through:

Njjd .C) - [Dd.Cj . j ) - D(t,C)]/(X-l) (4.6)

- lD(t,CUe)-D(t,C)]/I(X-l)t c] (4 .6 ' )

where e is an extra edge between i and j whose thermal transmissivity is tfc

When P={ij) (see Fig. 4e) we can write the SBCE for NjjCt.GjUG )̂ (eq.4.1) in the

form symmetric in Gj and G2:

= Nj/t.GjJDO.Gj) + Nj/

+ (X-2)N i j ( t ,C 1 )N,j ( t ,C 2 ) (4.7)

where we have used eqs. (4.3), (4.S) and (4.6). Similarly, combining eqs. (4.2),

(4.3) and (4.6) we obtain the following symmetric form of the SBCE for

D(t,C,UC2) - D(t,C,)D(t,C2) + ( X - l ) N l j ( t , C i ) N i J ( t f C 2 ) (4.8)

From the last two equations and from eq. (2.3c) we get the following formula for

two graphs in parallel as shown in Fig.4e:
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N j j ( t , C ] ) D ( t , Ü 2 ) + N j j ( t , C 2 ) D ( t , C i ) + ( X - 2 ) N j j ( t , C ] ) N { j ( t . C j )
- - - - ( 4 . 9 )

.C!) D(t,C2)

or in terms of equivalent transmissivities:

(4 .9 ' )

which reduces, for two edges e, and e2 in parallel (i.e. G1=e1,G2=e2) to eq. (23) of

Domb (1974), namely:

t?1(t ,e 1 Ue 2 ) - H i + t 2 + ( X - 2 ) t j t 2 ] / [ l + ( X - l ) t 1 t 2 ] (4.10)

In the general case of n graphs GQ (QF1,2 n) in parallel with equivalent

transmissivities N a / D a between i and j , the successive application of eqs. (4.8) and

(4.7) leads to:

n
D(t, U CQ) - X-Mxit) +(X-l)Y(t)J (

o-l

and

n n
N(t. U Cft) - D(t, U C o ) - Y(t) (4.11b)

a-1 a-1
where

n
Da+ (X-1)NOJ (4.11c)

and

n
" II (Do "NaJ (4.l id)
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We sec from eqs. (4.9*) and (4.10) that the parallel equation for graphs has the

same functional form as the corresponding one for edges.

From eqs. (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and the definition of tfKt.G) (eq. 2.3c) we obtain the

following SBCE:

[D(t,L) -Njjd.DjNpd.H) +NI j(t.L)Np(t,H j_ j)
tfq(t,C) (4.12)

[D(t.L) -Njjd.DjDd.H) +NJj(t,L)D(t.H i_ j)

or equivalently ;

(1 -t*q(t.L)JNp(t,H) +tjJ(t,L)Np(t,H I - j)

tJq(t,C) (4.12')

11 - t ' q ( t ,L) ]D(t ,H) + t j q ( t ,L)D( t ,H i _ j )

When L is a single edge e eq. (4.12*) reduces tot

( l - t e ) N p ( t ,H) + ^ p ^ j

t * q ( t , H ü e ) ( 4 . 1 3 )
(1 - t e ) D(t,H) + t ^ t H )

or in terms of G = Hue:

e p J e p J
tJq(t,C) (4.13')

(I - t e ) D(t .c ' ) + t e D(t ,cJ)

which recovers our previous result (eq. (5.2) of PF2) and extends the BCE for

t«3.m(t,G) of Tsallis and Uvy (1981).
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4.2 Scries equations.

The equation for Dft.GjUG^ where <3t and G2 are in scries is given by (cf.

property (ii) of D(G) in PF1):

- D(t,Ci)D(t,C2) (4.14)

The series equation for Npft.GjUG^ when all roots belong to G, as in Fig. 4a is

(cf. property (v) of Np(t,G) in PF2):

Np(t,C1UC2) - Npd.C!) D(t.C2) (4.15a)

It is easy to show, using the results of section 3.2, that the series relation for

Np(t,G) corresponding to the cases (b) and (c) is:

Np(t,C1UC2) - Np.^t.C!) NpB(t,C2) (4.15b)

and in case (d)

- 0. (4.15c)

The series relations for t^t.GjUGj) are given by the ratios of eqs. (4.15) and

(4.14). Notice that in case (c) particularised for two edges ej and e 2 in series (i.e.

m=2, Gj=ej and G^ej) we recover a known result (Domb 1974, Yeomans ad

Stinchcombe 19S0, Tsaliis and Levy 1981), nam-Iy:

t«i((t ,e1Ue2) - t j t 2 (4.16)

where tt and t2 arc the thermal transmissivitics of the edges et and c2 respectively.
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4.3 Effective edges.

A comparison between eqs. (4.12*) and (4.13) shows that the SBCE for

t^t.G^HUL) is equal to the BCE for tf«<ttG=HUeeff) where G is the graph

obtained from G=HUL by replacing L by an effective edge eeff whose effective

thermal transmissivity teff= tfj(t,eetf) between i and j is equal to lf|(t,L). In other

words, eq. (4.12) is equivalent to the following effective break-collapse equation

where

(t.C) Ü L - ÍÜ (4.17a)

"eff - N i j ( t , e e f f ) - N f j ( t . L ) (4.17b)

and

Deff " D ( l »*ef f ) " D ( t i L ) (4.17c)

When P has just one block, eq. (4.17a) reduces to the BCE conjectured by Tsallis

(1986).

Furthermore the series equation for tffft.G^Gj) when the roots 1 and 2 belong

respectively to G} and G2 (see eqs. 4.15c and 4.14) is the same as the one for

t*3(t,c^fiUeJff) (see eq. 4.16). Here t't{{ is the effective edge corresponding to G,

with an effective thermal transmissivity t'ff»N£ff/D'ff ^tf^it.e^f) given by tf?(t,G,)

with a corresponding definition for t'tff Similarly the parallel equation for

ifj(t,G,UG2) (eq. 4.9') is the same as the one for tf|(t,e'ffUeJ!ff) where

tfJ(l,e;ff)=tfJ(t,G,) and iffít.eJffHfJít.Gj) (see eq. 4.10). Therefore the scries and

parallel equations for effective edges t'tif and cj(f, whose effective thermal
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transmissivitics are ratios of multilinear functions in t's (which we shall represent

respectively by NgSíID'tíf and NJff/'DJff), are given respectively by:

t < s ) (4.18a)
D ; D ;

and

(4.18b)
D ; D ; + ( x

If we apply eq. (4.17a) recursively then effective edges will appear also in C | and

Cy Therefore the functions Np and D which appear in eq. (4.17a) can be

respectively defined by eqs. (2.4a) arid (2.2a) with te replaced by,

We conclude therefore that in the calculation of tp(t,G) (and hence of the

correlation functions) we can always replace a subgraph L of G of the type

shown in Fig. 1 by a single effective edge eett with an effective thermal

transmissivity teff=Neff/Déff where Neff and Deff are given by eqs. (4.17b) and

(4.17c) respectively. Notice that when L=G this result reduces to a previous one

(PF1) showing thus that eq. (3.16) of PF1 remains valid even in the presence of

other spins which interact with s; and Sj. When L has neither edges in series nor

in parallel we will call the operation of replacing L by an effective edge

"subgraph replacement".

The results derived in this section lead to two methods for computing tpt(t,G)

which . we shall describe below namely: the subgraph break-collapse method

(SBCM), and the break-collapse method (BCM).
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4.4 The SBCM for

The SBCM for tfKt.G) consists essentially in applying successively a combination

of: (i) the relation for graphs in series (ii) the relations for effective edges in

series (eq. 4.18a) and in parallel (eq. 4.18b), (iii) the subgraph replacement, (iv)

the effective BCE (eq. 4.17a). We can "compute tf<J(t,G) for a given m-rooted

connected graph G and a given partition P={B1(B2,...,Bjj} of the roots using a

recursive language (e.g. PL1 or PASCAL) and a recursive procedure T(G,P,N,D).

In this procedure we assume that all the graphs are decorated, i.e. to each edge

e=[i,j] we associate a pair (Nt,DJ where Ne«Ny(t,e) and De«D(t,e) are the

numerator and denominator of the effective thermal transmissivity teff= tfWt.e). For

a "non-effective" edge e this pair is just (t e , l) , but for an effective edge both N e

and De are multilinear functions of the te's whose coefficients are polynomials in

X.

The inputs of T(G,P,N,D) are the above "decorated" graph G and the partition P

and >.ie outputs are the numerator N and denominator D of tfKt.G). When P is

the null partition Po (i.e. when there are no roots at all) this procedure calculates

only D and makes N = D for reasons which we shall see later. The main steps

of T(G,P,N,D) are the following:

I) Split into pieces - •

Find the fi articulation points ai,a2,...,ag of G, and split G at these points into r

pieces Gj,G2,...,Gr (using, for example, the algorithm described by Tucker(1980)).

In order to find the partitions Pk of the roots of Gk we proceed in the following

way. First, whenever an articulation point ai (j=l,,..,C) belongs to any path

connecting roots of a type i (1=1,2 b) we transform a« into a root of type i. If

any ai becomes a root of two or more types then eq. (4.15c) holds and we need
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to calculate only D(t,G). In this case we set KEY=0, ignore all roots of G and

make Pk=P0 for all values of k (k = 1,2 r). Otherwise the partition Pk is

defined by the blocks of roots of the same type which belong to G t . If Pk has

one unique block with a single root then make Pk=P0- For example, the

respective partitions Pj and P2 of the roots of Gj and G2 in the cases shown in

Figs. (4a), (4b), (4c) and (4d) are respectively:

Pi

Pi

Pi

Pi

• {0.2}.{

= {{1.2}.

= {{1.2}.

!3.4},{5}};

{5,6,7}};

{5.6.7.Í}};

P2 =

P2 =

P2 =

Po

•• { { 3 . 4 } .

{{3.4},

p 2 = p (

{8.9}}

{i.8,9}}

II) Calculation of Nk and Dk.

For each piece G;. do the following:

While |V(Gk) i>2 and (a), (b) or (c) is possible do the first one which is

possible.

(a) Edges in series.

Replace two edges t'eff and t"tU in series with respective effective transmissivities

Néff/Dêff a n d N éV D er í by a s i n S l e e d £ e ^ ^ e f e t i v e transmissivity given by eq.

(4.18a).

(b) Edges in parallel.

Replace two edges e*ff and c"if in parallel with respective effective trancmissivitics

Ncff /Dííf a n c l Neíí/D'éff by a s i n £' e e d Ê c %<itn effective transmissivity given by eq.

(4.18b)
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(c) Subgraph replacement.

(cl) Look for an articulation pair {i,j}, breaking Gk into the subgraphs Lk and

Hk such that HkfiLk={i,j}, HkULk=Gk, all the roots belong to Hk (except possibly i

and j) and the number of edges in Hk and Lk are as nearly equal as possible.

(c2) Call T(Lk{ij},NLk,DLk).

(c3) Construct Gk obtained from Gk by replacing Lk by a single edge ceff with

effective transmissivity NLk/DLk. Replace Gk by Gk.

(d) Break-Collapse.

If iV(Gk) i>2 then do the following, else do (e)

(dl) I-ook for one edge c=[i,j] of EiG^) where the sum of the number of edges

incident with i and those incident with j is the maximum possible. The thermal

transmissivity of e is Ne/De.

(d2) Construct Gf from Gk by deleting the edge e and call T(Gk
5,Pk,Nk

iDk
a).

(d3) Construct GĴ  and PjJ1 from Gk* and Pk respectively by identifying the vertices i

and j . If Pjr has a single root or if i and j arc roots of different types then set

PJ"=P0. Call TÍG? ,Pkr ,Nk7 ,Dk7).

(d4) Check if i and j are roots of different types. If so set N^=0 (cf. eq.4.4).

(d5) Set (cf. eq. 4.17a)

Dk = (De -Ne)»D£ + N^D?

and

Nk = (De -Ne)*Nf + N / N ^ if Pk*P0

else

Nk . Dk.
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(e) Terminal Conditions.

Check if Ck is in a terminal condition, i.e. we know Nk and Dk explicitly. This

happens when Gk consists of n (n.>l) edges eQ (a=l,2,...,n) in parallel with

effective thermal transmissivitics NQ / D n Set Dk equal to the right hand side of

eq. (4.11a) and Nk equal to the right hand side of eq. (4.11b) or (4.lid)

according to the respective cases where the two vertices of Gk are roots of the

same type or not.

Ill) Calculation of N and D.

After computing Nk and Dk for all values of k (k=l,2,...,r), set:

n
D - |] Dk (4 .19a)

k-1

and

n
N - fj Nk i f p * p0 (4.19b)

k-1

else

N - 0 i f KEY-0 (4 .19c )

or N - D i f KEY-1. (4 .19d)

Notice that eq. (4.19b) is true only because the procedure sets Nk = Dk when

Pk=P0; otherwise we would have (cf. eq. 4.15a) to replace Nk by Dk whenever Pk

was equal to the null partition.

It is worth emphasizing that a similar SBCM holds for the calculation of Fp(X,G)

and F(X,G). In this case FpiX.G) and F(X.G) play the same. iofr. a« Np(t,O) and

D(t,G) and to each edge e we associate the pair (Fjj(X,e),F(X,e)) instead of

(Nij(t,c),D(t,e)). For a non-effective edge this pair is equal to (1,0). All the
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formulac remain valid provided we replace N o and D a by F< )̂ and F(°)

respectively.
«.

4.5 An illustration of the SBCM for tfWit.G)

Figure 5 illustrates the SDCM described above by the calculation of tf^(t.G) for a

three-rooted graph G whose edges have the same thermal transmissivity te=t VeeE.

The equivalent transmissivities which appear there are defined as follows

tr - [2t
2 + (X-2)t4J/[l + (X-l)t4] (4.20a)

tD - [2t +(X-2)t
2]/[l + (X-l)t2] (4.20b)

4t +6(X-2)t2 +4(X2-3X+3)t3 +(X-2)(X2-2X+2)t4

ty = (4.20c)

1 +6(X-l)t2 +4(X-l)(X-2)t3 +(X-l)(X2-3X+3)t4

2t2 +2t3 +5(X-2)t4 +(X-2)(X-3)t5

1 +2(X-l)t3 +(X-l)t4 +(X-l)(X-2)t5
(4.20d)

(3t2 +2t3 +7(X-2)t4 +X(X-l)t5

+(5X2-I9X+19)t6 +(X-2)(X2-4X+5)t7]

t - (4.20e)

[1 +2(X-l)t3 +3(X-l)t4 +X(X-l)t5

-1)(X-2)t6 +(X-1)(X-2)(X-3)t7J

The effective thermal transmissivity tj was calculated first in order to replace L by

a single edge, generating thus the graph G which appears on the left-hand-side of

figure 5a.
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Combining the results of Fig. 5b (where Tj=t, and rf*J with the BCE (cq 4.17a)

we get the following equivalent transmissivitics for the graphs generated by the

application of the SBCM to t'^ft.G):

[t -t2 -3t3 +(2X-l)t4 -(6X-15)t5

+(4X-ll)t6 +(4X-9)t7 -(6X-13)t8 +2(X-2)t9]

tjj 3(t,C8) (4.21)

{1 +2(X-1)t3 +6(X-l)t4 +(X-l)(X+2)t5

+12(X-l)(X-2)t6 +2(X-l)(X2-3X+3)t7

+(X-l)(5X2-19X+19)t8 +(X-l)(X-2)(X2-4X+5)t9]

[2t +(X-6)t2 -2(X-l)t3 +(3X+2)t4 +2(X2-10X+15)t5

+(-8X2+55X-82)t6 +2(6X2-33X+43)t7

+(X-2)(-8X+21)t8 +2(X-2)2t9]

[1 +2(X-l)t2 +2(X-l)t3 +(X2+7X-8)t4

+(X-l)(13X-14)t5 +2(X-l)(X2+llX-25)t6

+2(X-l)(15X2-59X+59)t7 +(X-l)(9X3-57X2+122X-87)t8

+(X-1)(X-2)(X3-6X2+14X-11)t9]

Combining eqs. (4.21), (4.22) with eq. (4.17a) we finally get that:

NyjO.G) = t +(X-8)t3 +4t4 -(5X-18)t5 +2(X*-5X+2)t6

-(8X2-55X+80)t7 +4(3X2-19\+27)t3

-(8X2-45X+59)t9 +2(X-2)(X-3)t1<> (4.23a)

and

D(t,G) = 1 +4(X-l)t3 +6(X-l)t4 +2(X2+X-2)t* +8(X-l)(3X-5)t6

+4(X-l)(X2+X-5)t7 +(X-l)(33X2-131X+131)t8

•(X-1 )(10 X3-6R X2+l 54 X-l 16)í9

+(X-l)(X-2)2(X2-5X+8)t1 0 (4.23b)

(4.22)
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Noticc that the coefficient of t ' 2 ' 1 in D(t,G) (cf cq. 2.2a) is given by the sum of

the F(X.G') corresponding to ail the subgraphs G' with | E ' | edges, each of which

belongs to a cycle (see section 6 of PF2). For example, the coefficient of t^ in

cq. (4.23b) is the sum of the flow polynomials corresponding to the four subgraphs

shown in Fig. 6. In the case of NJ2>3(t,G), the coefficient of t | E t | (cf eq. 2.4a) is

the sum of the F ^ X . G ' ) corresponding to all the subgraphs G* with I E ' I edges

which have no "dangling end" and in which 1 and 2 are connected but not via 3

(otherwise yi2\(C) would vanish for all G"£G'). For example, there are only

seven subgraphs G' (see Fig. 7) which contribute to the coefficient of t-* in eq.

(4.23a).

4.6 The BCM for tfq(t,G)

The BCM for t£Q(t,G) consists in combining: (i) the series equation for graphs;

(ii) the equations for effective edges in series and in parallel; (iii) the effective

BCE (eq. 4.17a). Unlike the SBCM, it does not search for the mentioned pair

of vertices {ij} which appears in the "subgraph replacement". Fig. 8 shows

schematically the application of the BCM to the calculation of tf 3t3(t,G)

corresponding to the same graph used in the illustration of the SBCM. In this

figure, tr and tp are defined by eqs. (4.20a) and (4.20b) while t w and ts are

respectively

and

3 t 2 +3(X-2)t4 +(X2-3X+3)t6

1 +3(X-l)t 4 +(X-l) (X-2)t 6

5t 2 +4(X-2)t3 +(X2+2X-6)t4 +4(X-2)V+(X3-5X2+10X-7)t6

(4.24a)

t g _ . ( 4 .24b)

1 +2(X-l)t2+(X-i)(X+3)t4 +4(X-1)(X-2)t5 +(X- l ) (X-2) 2 t 6
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Combining the results of Fig. 8 with the effective BCE we obtain the. expected

expressions (eqs. 4.23) for N,23(t,G) and D(t,G).

Comparing figs. 5 and 8 we see that for this two-reducible graph the BCM

necessitates the calculation of the equivalent transmissivities of more graphs (23)

than does the SBCM (17 graphs). Fig. 8 shows the application of the BCE 7 times

while in fig. 5 one "subgraph replacement" is made and the BCE is used four

times;

When the partition P of the m roots has only one block, it is possible to construct

a BCM for tffjnO.G) without using the split procedure described in step I of the

last subsection (Tsallis 1986). • '

5 THE SBCM FOR BOND PERCOLATION.

In this section we consider the \-*l limit of our formulae in order to obtain results

for the connectedness functions of bond percolation theory. As we have seen in

Section 7 of PF2, the flow polynomial vanishes for X=l (except for the null graph)

and Fp(l,G) is the partitioned d-weight dp(G) (cf. eq. (7.6) of PF2) which is a

generalisation of the ordinary d-weight which occurs in the expansion of the pair

connectedness (see, for example, Essam 1971b). In this limit, the I and

p-variables become equal, and t$fl(t,G) reduces to the partitioned m-rooted

connectedness Cp(p,G) which generalises the pair connectedness C12(p,G) which

appears in bond percolation.
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S.I Main formulae dp(G).

From eq. (3.13) we get the following SBCE for dp(G):

dp(G) - dij(L)dP(HUe) ( 5 . 1 )

The series equations corresponding to the cases illustrated in Figs. (4a); (4b) and

(4c); and (4d) are respectively (cf. eq. (3.21)):

- 0 (5.2a)

dP(C1UC2) - dp./CG]) dp-(G2) (5.2b)

and

dP(CiUG2) - 0 (5.2c)

From eq. (3.14) we get the following equation for parallel combination

d ij(G1UC2) - - d i j ^ d j j ^ ) (5.3)

Eqs. (5.1), (5.2c) and (5.3) agree, when m= 2 and P has a single block, with

known results (Essam 1971b).

5.2 The SBCM and BCM for Cp(p,G).

Considering now the probability Cp(p,G) that the m roots of G arc connected in

blocks according to the partition P, we can see from eqs. (4.1), (4.3) and eqs,

(7.2) and (7.3) of PF2 that it satisfies the following SBCE:
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Cp(p.G) - [1 - C|j(p,I .)]CP(p,H) + C , j (p .L)C P (p ,H | . j ) (5 .4)

which, for P-{12}, recovers eq. (3.11) of Essam (1971b, referred to as the edge

substitution equation for the pair-connectedness).

Eq. (S.4) can be interpreted as follows. Cp(p,G) can be written as the sum of

the probabilities of two disjoint events: (a) the probability P a that the roots of G

are P-partitioned and that i and j are not connected in L; (b) the probability Pj,

that the roots of G are P-partitioned and that i and j are connected in L.

According to probability theory, the probability Pia^a^ that two events aj and a2

occur simultaneously is given by

(5.5)

where P(o,) is the probability that event Oj occurs and P(a2iaj) is the conditional

probability that event a2 occurs given that Oj occurs. In case (a), Pa(aj)

represents the probability that i and j are not ' connected in L (hence

Pa(aj)=l -Cij(p.L) ), and Pa(a2la]) is the probability that the roots of G are

P-partitioned given that i and j are not connected on L ( Pa(a2ior^=Cp(p,H) since

in this case the roots of G must be P-partitioned on H itself). In case (b), Prfaj)

is the probability that i and j are connected on L (hence PD(ai)=Cij(P»L) ). and

Pb(Q2IOri) i s t h e probability that the roots of G are P-partitioned given that i and

j arc connected on L. This conditional probability is equal to Cpip.Hj.p since as

we have seen in Section 3.1, when y^L')=\ we need to consider the connections

among the roots of H\m}

The equations for series combination corresponding to Figs. (4a); (4b) and (4c);
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and (4d) arc given respectively by (cf. eq. (4.15) and eqs. (7.2) and (7.3) of PF2):

CP(p,C1UC2). - Cpip.C!) ( 5 . 6 a )

Cp(p,CiUC2) - CP . (C!) Cp-(C2) (5 .6b)

Cp(C1UG2) - 0 ( 5 . 6 c )

The parallel equation for C;d(p,G) can be written as (cf. eq. (4.7) and eqs. (7.2)

and (7.3) of PF2):

1 - CijiCjUC^) - [1 - C i j ^ m i - C i j ( C 2 ) ] ( 5 . 7 )

Eqs. (5.6c) particularised for P={ij} and eq. (5.7) arc respectively the same as

eqs. (3.3) and (3.1) of Essam (1971b).

The above formulae may be used, instead of the corresponding transmissivity

equations, in the algorithm of section 4 to define the SBCM and BCM for

Cp(p,G). The recursive procedure T(G,P,N,D) is replaced by CO(C,P,C) which has

only one output C, the partitioned connectedness, instead of the pair N,D. Also

only one multilinear function, the equivalent pair connectedness is associated with

each edge of G.
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APPENDIX. THE SBCM FOR OTHER QUANTITIES.

Let us first quote very briefly previous results (see PF2) expressed in the p

variable of Kasteleyn and Fortuin (1969).

The partition function Z(p,C) is:

Z(p.C) - { fj exp[(X-l)Ke] } D(p,C) (A.1a)
ecE

with

D(p,G)

where <i)(G') is the number of components of G' and pe is given by

P e - 1 -exp(-XKe). (A.lc)

The multilinear form of D(p,G) is

D(P.G) - I ( - 1 ) | E < I P (X,C) f] Pe (A-2a)
. C'£C e«E'

where P(X,G) is the chromatic polynomial of G with X colours given by

P(X,C) - I < - l ) | E f | X«<C) (A.2b)
C'CC

r l i j n(p,G) is given by eq. (2.3a) where now:

tp<l(PfC) - NP(p,C)/D(p,C) (A.3a)

with

Np(p.C) - <X« 7p>C f P (A.3b)
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The multilinear form of Np(p,G) is

Np(p.C) - I < - O l E ' < Pp(X.G') fj Pe (A-4a)
C'CC ecE'

where the partitioned m-rootcd chromatic polynomial is

Pp(X,C) - 2 ( - I ) I E ' I X«(G*) 7 p ( C ) (A.4b)
CSC

The other expression for r12um(p,G) in terms of unrooted functions is rather

complicated (see eq. (3.7a) of PF2).

The partitioned m-rooted rank function -Wp(x,y,G), which extends the Whitney rank

function W(x,y,G) (see Essam 1971a) becomes, for y = Xx:

WP(x, Xx, C) • Wp(C) - I x lE ' l xc(G') 7 p ( C ) (A.5)
C'CC

Pp(X,G), Np(p,G) and Wp(x,y,G) are related to FpiX.G1) through eqs. (4.5), (4.6)

and (4.13) of PF2 respectively. Using these relations and eqs. (3.5), (3.14) and

(3.21) we can define the SBCM's for these functions using the algorithm of

section 4:

A.1) SBCM for Pp(X,G).

SBCE:

PP(>.,C) - >.-2{P i f j(X,L)Pp<\,H) +>.Pij<>.,L)Pp<XfH,.j)) <A.6a)

P(X,C) - X-2{P,j(X,L)P(X,H) + X P , J ( X , L ) P ( X , H , - , J ) ) (A.6b)
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Scrics equations:

Pp(X,C1UC2) - X"1 PpiX.Cj) P(X,C2> (A.7a)

Pp(X,C1UC2) - X-Ipp.(X.C1) PP-(X.C2) (A.7b)

- 0 (A.7c)

Parallel equations:

P(X,C1UC2)-X-2{P(X,C1)P(X,C2)+(X^l)Pij(X,C1)P ij(X,C2)) (A.8)

PIj(X,G1UG2) - X-2{P ij(X,C1)P(X,G2) +P ij(X,G2)P(X,C1)

+(X-2)P ij(X lC1)P ij(X,G2)} (A.9)

A.2) Np(p,G)

SBCE:

Np(p,C) - X-2{Njj(p,L)Np(p,H) +XNij(p,L)Np(p,Hi.j)) (A.10a)

D(p,C) - X-2{N, j ( p . L ) D(p,H) + XN^ip.L) D(p,H,.j)} (A.10b)

Series equations:

Np(p,GiUC2) - X-^Npip.C!) D(p,C2) (A. l la)

NP(p,0,1)02) - X-'Np.ip.C!) Np.,(p,C2) (A.l ib)

Np(PfC1UC2) - 0 (A . l i e )
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Parallcl equations:

D(p,C1UG2)-X-2{D(p,C1)D(p,C2)+(X-l)N1j(p,G,)N ij(p,C2)} (A.12)

N ij(p.G1UC2)-X-2{N1j(p,C1)D(p,C2) + Nj j(p,G2)D(p,C1)

+(X-2)N,j(p fC1)N ij(p,C2)) • (A.13)

A.3) Wp(G)

SBCE:

Wp(C) - WjjíDWpíH) + WjjíDWpíHi.j) (A.14a)

W(G) - WItj(L)W(H) + Wij(L)W(Hi...j) (A.14b)

Scries equations:

Wp(C1UC2) - WpiCj) W(C2) (A.15a)

Wp(C1UC2) - Wp,(C!) Wp..(G2) (A.15b)

WP(C1UC2) - 0 (A.15c)

Parallel equations:

W(C1UC2) - W(C!)W(C2) +(X-l)W,j(C1)W,j(C2) (A.16)

+ W,j(C2)W(C1)

+ <X-2)Wij(C1)W1j(C2) (A.17)

Using the above formulae we can construct further SBCM's and BCM's along

similar lines to the algorithm of section 4.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 - Pictorial representations of two-reducible m-rooted graphs G = LUH,

where the intersection vertices i and j can be rooted or not. The roots l ,2,. . . ,m

are represented by small circles and unrooted vertices by full dots; each subgraph

is represented by a half-moon shape.

Figure 2 - Illustration of eq. (3.1) in the case where 1 must be connected to 2,

and 3 must be connected to 4 on G1 i.e. P={{1,2},{3,4}}. The roots of type 1

and 2 are respectively represented by small circles and squares. A dashed line

between any pair of vertices indicates that there is a path between these vertices.

Figure 3 - Pictorial representation of eq. (3.17). *n e t is the value of the net

mod-X flow from L to H at i which is equal to the net mod-X flow from H to

L at j .

Figure 4 - Pictorial representations of two graphs G, and G2 in series ((a), (b),

(c) and (d)) and in parallel (e). Roots of the same type arc represented by the

same symbol (o or A or ^ ) In case (e), Gj and G 2 have no roots except

possibly i and j . Roots of the same type are connected by a dashed line.
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Figure 5 - A schematic representation of the calculation of t f ^ t . G ) f°r the

drawn graph G "decorated" with equal thermal transmissivitics t through the SHCM

using the algorithm described in Section 4.4. The steps used from one graph to

the other are indicated in parenthesis. The effective thermal transmissivitics

associated with their respective effective edges are also indicated A squiggle

indicates the edge t to be deleted and contracted. The respective polynomials at

the top and bottom of a rectangle represent the numerator N and denominator D

of the equivalent transmissivity of the preceding graph. t r , tp, tv, t, and tq are

defined in eqs. (4.20). The double line (=>=) points to the subgraph replacement.

The calculation of tffJ^t.G), with G drawn in Fig.Sa, is represented in Fig.Sb

where Tj=tj and

Figure 6 - The partial graphs G* of G (drawn at the top of Fig. Sa) with their

respective flow polynomials F(X,G') which contribute, to the coefficient of t3 in

D(t,G) (eq. 4.23b). The dashed lines indicate missing edges.

Figure 7 - The partial graphs C of G (drawn in Fig. 5a) with their respective

FjyiX.G1) which contribute to the coefficient of t3 in N ^ t . G ) (eq. 4.23a). The

dashed lines indicate missing edges.

Figure 8 - A schematicai representation of the calculation of t f ^ t . G ) for the .

same graph G given in Fig. 5 through the BCM described in Section 4.6. The

calculation of tÇf^t.Gj) and tf ^ ( t . G ^ ) require the calculation of t ' ^ t . G ^ (see

Fig.5b) where (Tj=tr,T2=tw) and (rl=t2,T2=ts) respectively. The effective*

transmissivities tr,tp,tw and ts can be found in eqs. (4.20a), (4.20b), (4.24a) and

(4.24b) respectively.
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